Partnership:

Neo Technologies and Data Migration International
partner to accelerate the Digital Transformation to SAP S/4
at lower costs and with less complexity
Kreuzlingen, Switzerland, May 26, 2021
Data Migration International today announces a valuable new partnership with SAP consulting firm,
Neo Technologies. The SAP Gold Partner will market the company’s flagship solution the JiVS
Information Management Platform (IMP) to companies in the Romandie area of Switzerland. The
new partner’s proven expertise and strong industry focus will help SAP customers reap the unique
value of JiVS IMP in complex data migration and application retirement projects.
What sets JiVS IMP apart is its simplified approach to data migration. By separating historical data
from operational data prior to migration, the platform dramatically reduces the volume of data
transferred to the new IT environment. The remaining historical data is securely managed and easily
accessible in JiVS IMP. The resulting savings – in costs and time – make the all-important transition
to SAP S/4HANA a far more achievable and cost-effective goal.
This is where the long-standing expertise of Neo Technologies really adds value. The company has
been helping companies optimize their SAP solutions for over 15 years, with proven experience in
industry solutions for the energy and utilities sector, as well as the manufacturing, distribution and
service industries. Together, Data Migration International and Neo Technologies aim to help SAP
customers accelerate their digital transformation – at lower cost and lower complexity.
Thomas Failer, CEO of Data Migration International comments, “The outstanding expertise of Neo
Technologies is the perfect complement to the transformative technology of JiVS IMP. Together,
we’re confident we can bring many more SAP customers closer to their goal of becoming an
intelligent enterprise.”
Jean-Luc Philipona, CEO of neo Technologies comments: “We are thrilled to announce our
partnership with Data Migration International. Together with our experienced SAP S/4 consulting
team, we are fully convinced that JIVS is a first-class solution to help our customers to reduce the
complexity and cost of their SAP S/4 migration projects.”

About Neo Technologies
neo technologies is a Swiss leader in consulting and SAP solutions for companies in the Energy,
Manufacturing and Public sectors. Based in Romandie, in the German-speaking Switzerland and
Ticino, with more than 60 highly qualified employees, we guide our customers through their digital
transformation projects, optimizing their performance and competitiveness.

About Data Migration International
Data Migration International has been a leading specialist in system decommissioning for more than
20 years. Its flagship product, the JiVS Information Management Platform (IMP), manages the entire
lifecycle of corporate data independently of existing systems and applications. JiVS IMP enables
customers to reduce operational costs by 80%, and system migration effort by 50%, while
guaranteeing 100% compliance and access to information. Numerous customers like ABB, AB InBev,
Alstom, RUAG, AXA, General Electric, Commerzbank and SBB benefit from JiVS IMP's cost efficiency,
flexibility and agility.
www.jivs.com
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